
Eucalyption deliver transcendent high-vibes
with their Alt-Reggae Rock debut album ‘Go
Ahead and Ignore This if You Want

HOUSTON, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

December 14, 2020 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- There was no

better time for Ecualyption to release

their debut transcendently high-vibe

Alt-Reggae Rock album ‘Go Ahead and

Ignore This if You Want’.

With sonic nuance as hypnotic as Alt-

Rock offerings from Queens of the

Stone Ages and Muse paired with slick

alchemy, rhythmically reminiscent of

the Black Keys, the stylistic appeal

parallels the magnetic draw of the

lyrically instilled euphoria. Through the

Reggae infusion, you get sun-soaked

staccato chords layering the 10 tracks

with radiating tonal heat.

With each single inspired by a different

concept, the album comes without any

skippable tracks, instead, it swarms

with dynamically inspiring optimism

and mantra-like reminders to live

mindfully, seek unity instead of

disparity and keep positive.

----------

Ecualyption said:

“This is our first full-length album. We

get our inspiration from everywhere;

http://www.einpresswire.com


each song was inspired by something

different. The message we want to get

across in the album is "Go for it, you

can do it." We just want to inspire

others in a positive way with our

music.”

Amelia Vandergast at A&R Factory

said:

Eucalyption have the energy, ingenuity

and hunger it takes to rise up from the

Alt-Rock underground – even if the

album title does imply some level of

creative apathy, that’s just another nod to their pioneering humility which you’ll find in their

lyricism alongside their ardently expressive sound. Their constraint-less style which plays with

elements of Alt-Rock, Reggae, 60s Psych Pop, Blues, Indie Rock and Hip Hop, is infectious and

unforgettable from the first hit.

----------

About the artist

Houston, TX duo, Eucalyption formed in 2015 when two brothers, James and Ben formed the

Reggae band they’ve been itching to establish. With both members being lifelong artists and a

passion for music running through their family, everything was in place to ensure the success of

Eucalyption.

‘Go Ahead and Ignore This if You Want’ which officially released in November 2020 was the first

full-length release from Eucalyption. Preceding it, the artist brought their soulfully adrenalizing

high-octane sound to stages in Houston and they quickly garnered plenty of attention with their

singles ‘Distractions’ (May 2018), ‘Blame’ (August 2018) and ‘Hypocrite’ (August 2019). Their debut

EP ‘Start Living’ was also a resounding success, with their commitment to bringing perspective-

shifting music to the masses unwaning, their future releases are also sure to make as much of a

positive impact on the airwaves, in minds and on stage.

Listen now on Spotify

Follow on Instagram 

YouTube channel

Stefan Toren

A&R Factory

https://open.spotify.com/album/60N33NIqFMwOml526v4t0O?si=IhUAh8JWSXiWdp2eD5nlbQ
https://www.instagram.com/eucalyption
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMfrZIKHS5ZU0xTcR6ZqNVg
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